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Abstract

In the dynamically changing manufacturing environment, human resource management has always been a complex process as it is challenging to quantify and relate the job complexity to the required work effort. This is mainly because indirect labor deals with technical project oriented tasks and the driving force behind its requirement is not directly related to unit output. In this study, a data-driven systematic approach is developed to characterize the job complexity of indirect workforce and predict the optimal workforce requirement and performance targets via data envelopment analysis (DEA). Firstly, the job complexity is defined by its attributes and quantifying them in the form of an index. Subsequently, together with other key performance measurable, they serve as the outputs and number of engineers as the input for the non-parametric frontier modelling. The model is validated by evaluating the past relative efficiency performance of the different teams which will then be used as benchmark for the study. The effects of varying the output measurable on the optimal workforce requirement are illustrated via three real case scenarios. The approach provides a clear understanding of the team performance based on different performance measurable, and also serves as a decision-making tool for the managers to allocate their workforce in the light of changing manufacturing environment so that their shortages and excesses can be addressed more efficiently and effectively, thereby boosting productivity.
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